How to remove ignition switch chevy truck

Disconnect the negative cable to isolate the electrical power. Is there anyway to bypass a
ignition switch going to my fuel pump on my Chevy trailblazer. This bypasses the solenoid and
creates a direct connection between the starter motor and the ignition switch. Then locate the
starter solenoid and connect the solenoid to the positive battery terminal. Mechanic's Assistant:
Have you ever replaced the fuel pump, or is this the original? Original I mess with the key
ignition and something shut off the fuel pump is there anyway to bypass the ignition switch to
make the fuel pump work Attempt to start the engine, then release the key to ON, the vehicle will
not start. It clips internally and the small hole in the cover is how you remove it you must have
the key inserted stick a paper clip in the small hole you will feel it compress a spring turn and
remove. After approximately 10 minutes, the security light will turn OFF. To find these wires,
look for three wires that at some point are wrapped together, coming from the ignition barrel.
Disable the airbag system and disconnect the battery according to manufacturers instructions.
You should have continuity between terminals C1 and D5 of the ignition switch connector.
Switch looks like a common one a answered by a verified chevy mechanic. Having taken apart a
column before, the ignition switch has a sender in the switch and the column has a receiving
unit on it. The pump normally comes on when the ignition is in the " on " position. When I
jumped in and turned the key nothing happened. We have actually collected many images,
ideally this picture serves for you, and help you in locating the response you are looking for.
Disconnect the two wires on top of the ignition housing. You don't have to mess with the
steering wheel or the lock cylinder. In order to fully access the ignition switch and wiring some
disassembly is required. Unfold a paper clip and stick the paper clip into the little hole in the
switch next to the key. Use a soldering iron to apply enough solder to connect the lead to the
wire. Once you find the starter wire all the others will be mounted on a 2 way switch. Cut the
yellow wire, and the black wire, leaving as much wire as possible on the ends that do not go to
the ignition switch. Bill Hanlon, Dec 30, Connect other side of fuse holder to push button switch.
This type of setup uses a physical switch or toggle button hidden somewhere in your car,
usually under the dashboard area or around your car seat so it is easy for you to access it when
you get in and out of your car. Install the screw. The switch is on the steering column near the
floorboard and looks like a half-moon with a slot in it. Take a screwdriver and reach down inside
of the ignition and Is there anyway to bypass a ignition switch going to my fuel pump on my
Chevy trailblazer. The older style ignition switch on the through trucks exhibits a different list of
symptoms associated with the failed part. The problem is that the switch can not be purchased
separate from the housing assembly. Re: "52 Chevy ignition switch assembly. Hold the release
pin in until you have the switch inserted. Just press it down with your thumb. Insert a master
key black head into the ignition switch. When I initially swapped columns my truck would not
start at all, I could tell the fuel pump would not even turn on and the passlock indicator would
blink. Original I mess with the key ignition and something shut off the fuel pump is there
anyway to bypass the ignition switch to make the fuel pump work To remove the ignition switch,
put the key in the ignition and turn the key or switch? From other side of switch, run other side
of switch to the small wire terminal at the starter solenoid. Rotate the key to the stop while
holding onto the cylinder. FWIW, I run a generic aftermarket ignition switch on mine in lieu of
the stocker. This is one way to fix a very complicated electrical system in the Chevrolet and
GMC cars and truck Wrap one of the resistor leads around the exposed black wire and cut off
any excess lead. The switch is located on the steering column. The key lock was stuck and I had
to bang on the key lock to get it to turn and even then on start the thing would just click and the
starter would not engage. You should have continuity between terminals D2 and D6 of the
ignition switch connector. The same release pin that stopped the switch from coming out now
needs to be pressed in so you can slide the switch into place inside the ignition module. There
are two methods of doing so. Now remember its illegal to have open ignition in most states The
easiest way to bypass the Passlock 2 system is to place a resistor between the passlock
sensing wire and the ground reference wire. There are 2 holes in the lock face to insert wires,
drill bits, etc. Your ignition switch is on the bottom of the column loggin This will give power to
the dashboard which is needed to start the engine. Reconnect the BCM connectors. Actually the
safety switch was on my 77 GMC. So if your radio, trip computer, wipers, and turn signals don't
work and the fuel pump is dead, you're likely to have a bad ignition switch. To remove the upper
dash bezel I grabbed the edge and pulled straight towards the seat. Also does your ignition key
to start the truck have an external chip, If it doesn't then you will have to buy the bypass like
you found. If that is happening replace the starter. Open the hood to access the battery. You
need to make sure your getting power to the starter soleniod when you turn the key switch to "
start " position. In the coil, essentially a transformer, it's stepped up to did you try the 30 min
relearn procedure? Wrap the other end of the resistor around the exposed yellow wire and
secure it with solder. Security light will turn off after this. Strip the two red wires, and connect

them together. Squeeze them and rock the plug a little and it should pull off. The FSB link
shows a old column. The upper dash bezel and the lower dash knee bolster have to be removed.
Push the lock all the way in. Then using a jumper cable, connect the positive terminal of the
battery to the positive side of the coil. I recommend this bypass kit to anyone having factory
security issues on any one of the following vehicles see list below. Tape the other side. The
ignition switch can be replaced separately and is just a matter of removing two screws and the
connector. S page for more information. Remove the 7mm bolt in the middle of the ignition
switch harness. How to bypass ignition switch on chevy truck If you choose to BYPASS the
system, the process involves locating and cutting into 2-wires between the module and key
switch and soldering a resistor k ohms between the two wires. Pull the screws and the ignition
lock cylinder should come out easily. The factory switch has no ring it just comes through the
hole. This should be as simple as removing the cables from your battery terminals and freeing
the battery with your hands. It appears to be the stock GMC switch and I can't figure out the
correct formula to remove the lock cylinder which needs to come out first before removing the
switch bezel and hence the switch. Repeat 1- 5 for four cycles or until vehicle starts. That could
be a starter. Click below to watch the video. Peel open the wrap around the harness to separate
it. From the description it seems to be a problem in the ignition switch. Right above the ignition
switch, in the housing, you see two small square openings on each side of the housing: Use
two small screwdrivers or punches to depress the spring tabs in those holes to release the
switch. When the light goes off, turn key to OFF position and allow the vehicle to remain in the
OFF position for no less than 30 seconds. Remove the lock retaining screw and remove the lock
cylinder. The next time you try to start it turn the key to start and move the gear selector around
a little,keep your foot on the brake just in case it starts in gear The Chevrolet truck ignition
switch problem is commonly found on two separate generations of Chevy pickup trucks and
sport utility vehicles. Turn OFF the ignition, and wait 5 seconds. Place the ignition key in the
OFF position. Step 4 Get a friend to help you by turning on the ignition with the key. If you pull
the steering column loose and let it fall down, there are two nuts on the ignition switch that can
be loosened to adjust the switch. On the side of the connector for the ignition switch, remove
the 7mm screw. You are finished with them. Remove the ignition starter switch from the column.
I'm trying to change out a key start, solenoid-starter-type ignition switch. Another guy I know
had his truck stolen with a couple 00 of HAM radio equipment in it. Original I mess with the key
ignition and something shut off the fuel pump is there anyway to bypass the ignition switch to
make the fuel pump work However, in the PASSLOCK system, the resistor has been placed
inside the ignition switch, instead of the key. I'm assuming ignition switch, but I don't know for
sure. Use the puller to remove the steering wheel, then you should have access to the ignition
switch mounting screws s. Testing the a no-start problem or a misfire due to an ignition system
problem is not hard. You will probably notice some damage I did on mine. Tighten the screw to
40 inch lbs. Original I mess with the key ignition and something shut off the fuel pump is there
anyway to bypass the ignition switch to make the fuel pump work The easiest way to bypass the
Passlock 2 system is to place a resistor between the passlock sensing wire and the ground
reference wire. The first, is to permanently bypass this system. Open the driver's side door for
more room to remove the ignition switch. Over time I have to turn if farther and farther to start
the truck and now it won't start on the first try. If equipped, remove the buzzer switch assembly.
The ignition switch activates the main electrical systems in your car. Y: Actually the safety
switch was on my 77 GMC. Wait for 10 minutes or until the security light turns off. Place the
ignition key in the RUN position. I was surprised to see how easy it was to install with very little
effort. Unscrew the shroud around the steering column with a Phillips head screwdriver. This is
the cats meow for a fix on my GMC Truck You will feel a spring-loaded pin in the hole in the face
of the tumbler. Security light should turn on and stay on. From that point, the car should be able
to start with no hassle. Original I mess with the key ignition and something shut off the fuel
pump is there anyway to bypass the ignition switch to make the fuel pump work If you chose
that route, try to get one that doesn't need the bypass system, if your truck is still original the
ignition wire goes to the solenoid and thence to the coil, the wire from the ignition switch is a
calibrated resistance wire, the wire from the starter mounted solenoid iw regular wire, in this
way the coil's voltage is reduced How to Remove a S10 Ignition Switch Remove the steering
column trim panel located behind the steering wheel using the torx-head driver. The screws are
usually located directly underneath the steering wheel. Find great deals on ebay for chevy
ignition switch. The light whirring sound you hear is most likely a fuel pump. Open the hood of
your car and locate the ignition coil and the battery. Original I mess with the key ignition and
something shut off the fuel pump is there anyway to bypass the ignition switch to make the fuel
pump work If you try to bypass the ignition switch without using a breakout box, you're going to
trigger the VATS. Insulate the ends of the two wires that go to the ignition switch, and push

them back out of the way. Leave the switch on for11 minutes. Run one wire from that terminal to
the push button switch in the car then from the switch to the battery, done deal. Now that the
switch is out, you can see the gear on top. They are relatively inexpensive, but you can also
borrow one from many auto parts retailers. Then unscrew the turn signal switch using the
phillips-head screwdriver and allow the switch to hang from the steering column. Wait 15 to 30
minutes. Make sure to route the wire away from moving parts and hot exhaustmanifold. I have a
scotts h mower. I turn it all the way forward until it stops no start and back off and turn again
and it starts. If it does have a chip, then you can do what J-Cat posted. Ignition System
Diagnostic Manual Download. The next step will require a steering wheel puller. If you pull the
black plastic off the bottom of the column and slightly pop the top up you can pull the tumbler
assembly by turning to run, not start, and push the pin in on the bottom of the column for the
tumbler. See the GM V. There should be two plastic tabs degrees apart on the wire harness.
Next, the wires that are connected to the ignition system must be disconnected. Since then I
reinstalled my original ignition switch now it starts but stops with seconds. Attach an eyelet
connector over the positive stud of the solenoid. Attempt to start the engine, then release the
key to ON, vehicle will not start. Basically you would just remove the start wire goes out to
starter from the harness on the column, run it to one side of the push button, and run the other
side of the button to a 12 volt supply should be keyed which is also on the connector on the
column. Slide a length of heat shrink tubing over the yellow wire. Remove the insulation a part
of the way down your wire, preferably a gauge or more wire, you can use a crimping tool to do
this. How to bypass ignition switch on chevy truck How to bypass ignition switch on chevy
truck i had it posted somwhere about 3 mths ago, but forgot which forum it was in. Besides this,
the ignition switch keeps the The term ignition switch is often used interchangeably to refer to
two very different parts: the lock I own a Chevy Colorado with almost the complete opposite
problem from the previous poster. Disconnect the two wires on top of the ignition housing. Ok
so I am looking to bypass my ignition switch because of some annoyance I have had recently.
Insert a master key black head into the ignition switch. Turn the headlight switch to the "On"
position to drain the ECM of any remaining power. Right here are some of the leading
illustrations we obtain from various sources, we hope these photos will certainly serve to you,
and also hopefully extremely relevant to just what you desire concerning the Chevy C10 Ignition
Switch Wiring Diagram is. I recommend this bypass kit to anyone having factory security issues
on any one of the following vehicles see list below. Next, the wires that are connected to the
ignition system must be disconnected. Right above the ignition switch, in the housing, you see
two small square openings on each side of the housing: Use two small screwdrivers or punches
to depress the spring tabs in those holes to release the switch. Connect the "accessories" wire
to the coil of the above relay with a return to ground. Jump to Latest Follow. The ignition switch
is one of the most important electronic components that is commonly found on many road
going cars and trucks. It is very inexspensive to buy this switch and is well worth the. Where
can I find updates to the searches and sellers I've saved? You can find them in your Saved feed
at the top of the eBay home page. We have thousands of partner locations across the United
States, and our goal is to make your experience the best it can be when you purchase a used
auto part, car part, or truck part. Wait for 10 minutes or until the security light turns off. Ignitions
on cars, trucks, motorcycles, and RVs can get stuck and cause problems. Video showing
ignition switch wires used on a 63 and 64 Cadillac. Unplug it, then in the connector, jump the
purple and yellow wires together. I can connect the battery cables together over night then turn
the truck over without it starting and wait about twelve minutes and the light goes off. If you pull
the steering column loose and let it fall down, there are two nuts on the ignition switch that can
be loosened to adjust the switch. The screws are usually located directly underneath the
steering wheel. The factory switch has no ring it just comes through the hole. The vehicle will
start and then stall. Bypass the control side of the start relay. The previous owner bypassed the
neutral How did the PO run the wire to the starter? Do you have pics? The easiest way to
bypass everything at once is to just go to the sourceEvery Chevrolet truck has an engine
control module that manages the electronic components of the engine and monitors sensors for
errors. This video explains how the bypass electronic system when installing a new switch.
Turn OFF the ignition, and wait 10 seconds. I would like to know how to replace the ignition lock
cylinder on my 76 chevy pickup. YouTube also provides excellent videos on how to replace the
Chevrolet truck ignition switch on both the older trucks from through and the newer trucks
thatHow to Remove and Install New Ignition Lock Cylinder. Make surethe light is no longer on
orflashing before proceeding to 2. Watch how they connect the wires to the starter. Run the wire
to the push button and install at To by pass the switch just disconnect the switch and connect
the 2 wires from the switch wiring harness together. Does this Red wire come from the battery
direct? The above steps should have shown you how to bypass ignition switch on chevy truck

but due to the reason you needed to remove it you will likely need to replace it as well. When
you are going to first patch you need to switch on proxy server. Cut the small yellow wire
shown below while the engine is running results in the security light being on all the time and
may lead to the car not starting if the battery ever needs to be replaced 3. Run one wire from
that terminal to the push button switch in the car then from the switch to the battery, done deal.
In the coil, essentially a transformer, it's stepped up to How to bypass ignition switch on chevy
truck How to bypass ignition switch on chevy truck 98 Chevy Ignition Switch Bypass This is the
cats meow for a fix on my GMC Truck Q Chevy Impala that will not start. A dysfunctional
ignition switch can cause plenty of troubles. Sorry I jacked something up. It is quite simple to
change the brake light switch on your Chevy S 10 pickup truck. I replaced the starter, have
checked the battery and even jump acrossed the starter, which did make it turn over but not
start, but I cannot get the truck to turn over with the ignition switch. Check out. Place the
ignition key in the ACC position. What often gets ignored, or even overlooked, is how well the
vehicle can stop. Wrap the other end of the resistor around the exposed yellow wire and secure
it with solder. Once you get to the site, they'll ask you for the specifics of your vehicle to
makeHow can i start without ignittion switch plugged into wiring harness? Jeep will not start, I
have tested starter and IT has passed, ive replace the ignition switch, and the neutral safety
switch but nothing has helped, I can jump the starter and ITThis is what I did to bypass the
ignition switch for the starter solenoid, and just run the relay coil from the ignition switch.
Saitek's Pro Flight Switch Panel is ideal for expanding the number of controls in your flight
simulator setup. D: Ignition switch went out, video shown on how I solved the problem. I'm not
worried about the door. Control your landing gear and lights, engine power and other important
aircraftThe switch might not support a pre-standard powered deviceâ€”such as Cisco IP phones
and access points that do not fully support IEEE We use optional third-party analytics cookies
to understand how you use GitHub. The part your hand touches is the key and tumbler. Fixing
the ignition switch on a GY6 cc Chinese scooter. The switch is on the steering column near the
floorboard and looks like a half-moon with a slot in it. If you are using the state of a platform
that takes extra time to load, the Template Switch may get an unknown state during startup.
This is regardless of whether auto-MIDX is enabled on the switch port. You all might have faced
a stuck ignition switch situation once in your life. How do you bypass neutral safety switch on.
Strip the two red wires, and connect them together. Is there any way to test the switch? When I
turn it to the on position everythin To remove your original Chevy ignition lock switch lock
cylinder, the original key must be inserted. Nintendo Switch Lite. We changed the ignition
switch and cylinder but that didn't work. I have posted on another thread that if you run into this
problem that you could send me a PM. There are a lot of fancy ignition systems available for the
small block Chevy but the simplest and most cost effective is still the HEIâ€”but it needs a little
hopping up to get Let's go through some examples and see how this works. This set re-keyed
the truck perfectly. First, get yourself a new ignition switch from your local parts store. Do not
use hardware flow control. Now you can remove the switch. Leave the switch on for11 minutes.
I am not sure what terminals on starter to jumper. Ignition switch failure Chevrolet silverado.
They help you safely and efficiently bring you back down from speed. If this is your first visit, be
sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. Don't worry! It clips internally and the
small hole in the cover is how you remove it you must have the key inserted stick a paper clip in
the small hole you will feel it compress a spring turn and remove. This should be as simple as
removing the cables from your battery terminals and freeing the battery with your hands. It is
usually located on the steering column, just behind the ignition lock cylinder. My truck suddenly
stalled and had trouble starting. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie
Preferences at the bottom of the page. This is one way to fix a very complicated electrical
system in the Chevrolet and GMC cars and truck The switch itself is on top of the steering
column down low and actuated by a rod from your keyed ignition switch. Now remember its
illegal to have open ignition in most states How To Bypass Ignition Switch On Chevy Truck
Unplug the switch wiring and the vacuum hose that goes to it. You will see a small wire at the
top of the solenoid and the positive battery cable below. But when it happens for the very first
time, it is quite apparent to get frustrated and confused. We hope you find these files useful in
providing information, forms, and resources to meet all your HR needs. BMW Ignition
replacement and bypass. Gaskets are the bane of most complex vehicles, but that doesn't mean
that every time the coolant is leaking from the Chevy 3. Is there a way to bypass it? I hate to
spend that kind of money on such an old vehicle for something seemingly minor. I made 3 12"
long jumpers. Replace the switch in reverse order, then. This is also to reduce auto theft. Locate
the small button on the box and hold it down for 90 seconds and the alarm will bypass. What is
an engine immobilizer toyota custhelp com. Emad Rabadi views6 months ago. I have a chevy
suburban and it was doingThe ignition switch is also used to lock the steering wheel when the

key is removed. It's the ignition switch I need. Cut the wires going to the ignition switch and go
to the plug on the left side of the frame. I watched your video on how to bypass factory kill
switch, "just find the relay, connect two wires together " it was bs just like this. An ignition
switch connects a car's starter to its battery. Remove the ignition switch wire from the solenoid
and, using an insulated screwdriver, short the solenoid's positive post to the terminal where the
ignition switch connects. Remove the blue wire that goes to the Sensor knock sensor mounted
in the block in the front of the starter. Anyone know if the ignition switch just completes the
circuit and could be Here is a link to a thread on how to disassemble and clean it. To find these
wires, look for three wires that at some point are wrapped together, coming from the ignition
barrel. Ignition is a free third-party appstore for iOS and Android. It may result in some electrical
components stop working, the car does not start orHow to Replace the Ignition Switch on a
Honda Accord. I'm using the Truck plugs because it has tracer wires and the new doesn't. Any
and all help would be greatly appreciated. Ignition switch bypass w D. Was this. After
approximately 10 minutes, the security light will turn OFF. This is only a toy jeep, so I don't have
any worries about it getting stolen. Wait approximately 10 minutes or until the security light
turns off. Turned out that the vehicle threw the P code indicating that the ignition An ignition
switch, starter switch or start switch is a switch in the control system of a motor vehicle that
activates the main electrical systems for the vehicle, including "accessories" radio, power
windows, etc. Repeat steps 2 through 4 two more times with the same key. With vaccines in the
final testing stages, the National Governors Association has pressing questions for the Trump
administration. Wrap one of the resistor leads around the exposed black wire and cut off any
excess lead. If not defined, the switch will optimistically assume all commands are successful. I
was surprised to see how easy it was to install with very little effort. Attempt to start the engine,
then release the key to ON vehicle will not start. Includes showing how to hot wire and add an
aftermarket How it works is, the white plastic pieces push on the flimsy copper contacts to
complete or disconnect the circuit depending on key position. The ignition switch can be
replaced separately and is just a matter of removing two screws and the connector. I have an 86
chevy truck. Use a straightened paper clip or similar small stiff wire and push it into one of
small the holes in the chrome bezel on the lock tumbler. Got a stuck ignition switch? Here's
how you can fix it in a few simple steps. How to make a cheap transponder key bypass - Costs
under 5 bucks! Save yourself all that money you'd give to the locksmith to This 'hack' tricks the
Jeep's ignition system into thinking that the correct key is in the ignition switch while in reality
it isn't. Just press it down with your thumb. Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors
have charged a separate fee for processing, handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships.
Use a soldering iron to apply enough solder to connect the lead to the wire. How To Bypass Gm
Vats. Bike only starts in neutral and I am trying to trouble shoot to correctly bypass the clutch
switch. Chevrolet Infotainment System functionality varies by model. It only takes a second to
cut the harnes and hours to put it back right or a day to replace it. The same release pin that
stopped the switch from coming out now needs to be pressed in so you can slide the switch
into place inside the ignition module. Turn the ignition switch off for 30seconds. How do I
provide feedback on the eBay home page? We'd love to hear your thoughts. The ignition switch
is a more complex electrical component that has to "read" anti-theft coding in the key before it
will activate electrical systems in the If nothing happens when the key is turned in the ignition
lock or no dashboard lights come on when it's turned to the On position, those are signs
thatInstantly find Used Ignition Switch and purchase used auto parts, engines, transmissions
and body parts for your vehicle. The security lightmay flash or be on steady duringthis 11
minute period. All connections to the starter good? The switch should be replaced for safety
measures. It had what looked like a lawn mower key switch on it to send juice and everything
and a push button to crank it. Jiggle it a few times and the lock cylinder will come out. Turn the
ignition to the left counterclockwise until the lock tumbler ejects from the switch. When I turn it
to the on position everythin It doesn't have one, it has a switch on the clutch pedal. This is one
way to fix a very complicated electrical system in the Chevrolet and GMC cars and truck Keep
the key in the "Run" position until the security light stops flashing. Does anyone know how to
find out the wiring harness layout for the iginition switch so I can bypass it? Bypass it using an
aftermarket module designed for a remote starter 4. Plug in replacement switch. Wait 15 to 30
minutes. Slide a length of heat shrink tubing over the yellow wire. I don't see any red wire on the
harness to the switch. But instead of replying to ALL those who have this problem, I have
decided to do a write up. The first, is to permanently bypass this system. Turn your key
clockwise to crank the ignition. You can remove the hose from the carb and cap the fitting at the
port. Place the rubber or carpet mat from the car on the floor so you can lay or kneel on the
ground to get better access to the clutch switch. Read the vehicle Owner's Manual for important
feature limitations and information. You would need to cut the cable at that point and solder a

new piece of wire to bypass the damaged point. How to Replace the Ignition Relay. But, you
have to know how to test ignition switch to determine that it actually is broken. Lehew Tech You
can bypass the the clutch switch if you jump the starter at the solenoid, it removes the clutch
switch from the equation. The new plug has the purple ign wire from the starter. Turn off the
ignition switch and wait 5 seconds. If you choose to BYPASS the system, the process involves
locating and cutting into 2-wires between the module and key switch and soldering a resistor k
ohms between the two wires. Outdoor Furniture. Attach it to your Saitek Pro Flight Yoke, place it
atop your desk, or even mount it to your own custom cockpit setup. Remove them carefully by
either popping them off of theirDon't I have to bypass the switch, ie: take power from the wires
coming from the power supply? If it is only one wire then you connect it to a ground source.
Security light should turn on and stay on. First, get yourself a new ignition switch I couldn't find
a how-to on replacing the ignition switch in my '97 OBS after the rocker that you turn broke.
How to fix ignition in GMC and Chevrolet trucks and cars. You will not need to replace the
ignition lock 0 or the TDMFixes for GM's other ignition switch recalls, including the one which
plagued Chevrolet Cobalts, Saturn Ions and other small cars, have so far proved Polite says the
fix won't stop the key from being bumped out of the ignition switch completely, but will reduce
the chances of drivers hitting the keyIgnition Switch Pickup Camry Tacoma 4Runner. Place the
ignition key in the RUN position. Anti-Cheat Bypassing Guide for Noobs Introduction This
thread contains a rough overview of information and skills you will need to bypass anticheat
Everyone asks stupid question about VAC as if it was some god tier anticheat, it's trash and is
bypassed without doing anything special. How to bypass ignition switch on chevy truck 57
chevy dash ignition switch chrome bezel with retainer new see more like this. The ignition
switch is an often-overlooked but essential part of nearly any automobile. These switches are
located just to the side of the steering wheel and column on your dashboard, and are one of the
main components in your car's starter system. If the switch is not working, you will likely have
to remove and replace it. You can do this with a set of simple tools like a screwdriver. Turn on
your power drill and use your drill bit to make a hold in the key slot of the ignition cylinder. Be
sure to make the hole large enough for you to insert your screwdriver, and drill to the back of
the key slot. Insert a straightened out paperclip into the slot just to the left of the key cylinder.
This will lock the cylinder from starting. Inserting your screwdriver into the cylinder and turn it
as far as you can to the right. Pull on both the paperclip and the screwdriver to gently slide the
switch out of its current position. Matthew Fortuna is a full-time freelance writer with a
journalism degree from Wayne State University, living in the Detroit metropolitan area. Step 1
Turn on your power drill and use your drill bit to make a hold in the key slot of the ignition
cylinder. Step 2 Insert a straightened out paperclip into the slot just to the left of the key
cylinder. Step 3 Inserting your screwdriver into the cylinder and turn it as far as you can to the
right. Power drill Drill bit Flat head screw driver. Early-model Chevrolet truck ignition switch
systems are complex. The key lock and tumbler on the side of the steering column drive a rod
that moves the ignition switch contacts. That's OK, but the actual ignition switch is mounted
several feet away on top of the steering column beneath the dash. Not only that, the dimmer
switch, mounted along side the ignition switch, is also activated by a long rod. Do not confuse
the ignition and dimmer rods.. Disconnect the battery to prevent ignition short circuits. Lower
the steering column by removing the 15 mm column mount bolts. The column will drop safely
down and the steering wheel rest in the seat. Place the trouble light in a secure area under the
dash and locate the ignition switch. The switch will have two black connectors that should be
snapped firmly in place. The switch is easily recognized by the wiring harness that will have
larger orange and red wires than other connectors. These are the main power supply wires.
Carefully unplug the two connectors. Do not confuse these connectors with the lighting
connector. The lighting connector is much longer, flat and does not have any large, power
wires. Locate the small, round, dimmer switch with a rod going into it. Leave it plugged in, but
disconnect the mounting screws. The ignition switch shares a mounting screw with the dimmer
switch. Remove two additional mounting screws holding the ignition switch in place. Gently pry
out the switch rod that runs the length of the column to the key and tumbler. Install a new
switch by fitting the activator rod, mounting the new ignition switch with the screws and
plugging in the wiring harness. Install the dimmer switch with the shared screw. Remount the
column, attach the battery cables, and check the repair by starting the vehicle. There is a slight
amount of adjustment needed for the ignition switch. When installing a new switch, it is best to
set the adjustment to minimum switch travel. Many mechanics have confused the activator rods
only to bend and destroy them. Pay close attention and work slowly and patiently on this
project. Jack Hathcoat has been a technical writer since His work includes instruction manuals,
lesson plans, technical brochures and service bulletins for the U. Hathcoat is an accredited
technical instructor through Kent State University and certified in automotive service

excellence. Work light. Tips There is a slight amount of adjustment needed for the ignition
switch. Warnings Many mechanics have confused the activator rods only to bend and destroy
them. Chevrolet, or Chevy, is a popular American car and truck maker. The ignition switch in
your Chevy provides many functions, so when it malfunctions you may be inconvenienced--or
at worst, stranded. The switch allows you to run accessories when the engine is off, and when
turned fully clockwise allows you to start your engine. After thousands of miles of inserting and
removing the key in your ignition switch and turning it on and off, it will wear and will need
replacing. Open the hood and loosen the clamp on the negative battery cable with an adjustable
wrench, turning in a counterclockwise direction. Lift the cable from the battery and set it aside.
Tilt the steering column all the way up using the tilt lever on the steering column, if your vehicle
is equipped with this option. Now remove the tilt lever from the column by pulling it straight out
away from the column. Set the lever aside. Remove the two screws from the underside of the
plastic steering column cover with a Torx screwdriver turned in a counterclockwise direction.
Pull the cover straight down from the bottom of the steering column. Set the cover and screws
aside. Locate the black plastic J-shaped lever on the ignition switch, revealed after removing
the plastic cover. Pull the lever toward the front of the vehicle to release the ignition switch.
Carefully pull the switch down and remove it from the underside of the steering column. Unplug
the wiring harness from the switch by pulling it straight out. Compare the old switch to the new
ignition switch. Make sure the white plastic gear is in the same position on both switches.
Return the new switch for a replacement if the gear does not match the old switch. Plug the
wiring connector into the new switch. Push the switch into position until it locks into place.
Push the steering column cover back into place, making sure to line up the tabs in the cover
with the slots in the underside of the steering column. Run in the two screws and tighten them
with a Torx screwdriver in a clockwise direction. Push the tilt steering column lever back into its
hole until it is fully seated. Insert the key into the ignition switch and turn it to the "Off" position.
Push the negative battery cable back onto the negative terminal on the battery. Tighten the
clamp with an adjustable wrench, turning in a clockwise direction. Close the hood. Items you
will need Adjustable wrench Torx screwdriver Ignition switch. Last Updated: June 17,
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ignition module with a screwdriver. Insert the screwdriver into the hole to press down on the
release pin inside. Slide the ignition switch out. With the release pin pressed, pull the ignition
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you would rather not have to switch ignition keys. Rebuilding your switch can vary in price
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yourself having trouble getting the pieces to fit back together properly, refer to a vehicle
specific repair manual for help. Reconnect the battery. With the dashboard completely
assembled and the new ignition switch working, reconnect the cable to the negative - terminal
on the battery and tighten it with the right sized wrench. The pins are stuck. If you spray WD
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common signs of a failed ignition switch are the car suddenly turning off while you drive, or
starting and then the key fails to stay in the "on" position. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 1. Check that all
wiring to and around the key cylinder are properly seated. Turn off the key, remove it and wait a
few minutes. Turn the key to the On position just before start and after accessory. Look at the
dashboard lights to see if the word "security" is on and flashing. If not, the car will start. If,
however, "security" is on and flashing, then the computer must be reset by disconnecting the
negative cable on the battery for about 10 minutes. Then reconnect the cable, turn the key to On
and wait about 3 minutes for the computer to reboot and then the car will start. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 3. WD40 or graphite sprayed into the lock is best. Then insert the key in and out a few
times to distribute to the lock pins. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. Unanswered Questions. How do I
replace the ignition barrel on a vehicle? What tool do I need to remove the panel beneath my
steering wheel so that I can replace the ignition lock cylinder? How do I replace an ignition
switch if I don't have the key to the old one? The key is broken in ignition switch. What should I
do? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Not all
steering assemblies are the same. Check your owner's manual to find the parts mentioned and
how to disassemble them on your particular vehicle. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows
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replace an ignition switch, you'll need to either have your old switch rebuilt by a dealership so
you can keep your old keys or purchase a new switch from a dealership and get a new set of
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Anonymous Oct 31, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Anonymous
Jun 29, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Ready
for a personal style upgrade? Discover your look! Take the Course. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! The Chevrolet truck ignition switch problem is commonly found on
two separate generations of Chevy pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles. The older style
ignition switch on the through trucks exhibits a different list of symptoms associated with the
failed part. On the and newer Chevrolet Silverado, Suburban and Tahoe trucks we have the
same ignition switch problem that exhibits different symptoms than the older trucks.
Fortunately, I have replaced enough of these switches that I now bypass my standard logical
path of diagnosis and testing. This saves time when I can just jump in and replace the Chevrolet
truck ignition switch if the symptoms meet certain criteria. In this brief article will cover the
common symptoms associated with both distinctive models of trucks and sport utility vehicles.
In addition, we'll talk about what it takes to replace these parts and link you to some videos so
you can see the repairs in action. These parts are expensive when purchased through the
Chevrolet dealership parts department. This provides us with an opportunity to not only save
money on the parts, but also the labor. Before we jump in let's clarify the difference between an
ignition switch and the ignition lock cylinder. From the picture above, you can clearly see that
these remain two separate components. The ignition lock cylinder is where you stick the key in.
When you operate the key you operate a separate part known as the ignition switch. The lock
cylinder still remains important because it reads the security code embedded in the ignition key.
With that said, when you have problems with the security system the security light stays on
solid and the car will often start and die immediately. When you have a problem with the ignition
switch you have a bunch of other common symptoms and complaints that we get into in the
next section. The good news is if you have a bad ignition switch you don't need to buy a new
key. The Chevrolet truck ignition switch problem on the older vehicles carries a unique set of
symptoms. Drivers of these trucks and sport utility vehicles sometimes complain about how the
key operates. The spring-loaded return function of the ignition key is built into the switch itself.
Therefore, drivers complaining about the ignition getting stuck and not returning to the run
position are looking at a failed switch. Drivers can also complain that the ignition key becomes
difficult to operate. It is the responsibility of this component to also allow current to flow to
many important electronically controlled automotive systems. Therefore, some Chevrolet truck
owners complain about a check engine light and transmission problems. More specifically, the
transmission can shift incorrectly and start out in the wrong gear due to an intermittent power
supply to the electronically controlled transmission. The way to tell this seemingly serious
transmission problem apart from an ignition switch malfunction is to immediately pull the
trouble codes from the vehicle's main computer. When you find shift solenoid trouble codes like
P, P and P this becomes an indication of failed ignition switch. On these older Chevrolet trucks
you might also set a torque converter clutch solenoid code like P and P that stands for a torque
converter clutch solenoid electrical failure. When all of these codes set together, you can
bypass diagnosis and head right for the ignition switch. If this is an original equipment
component, you almost certainly found the root cause of the problem. The symptoms of the
Chevrolet truck ignition switch problem on trucks from through are different than the ones
associated with the older trucks. These drivers often complain about flickering warning lights
on the dashboard. In addition, when the switch begins to fail they can cause an intermittent no
start and even a stalling condition. When these intermittent malfunctions occur, you almost
always set a trouble code P On GM vehicles this manufacturer specific trouble code represents
a failure of the ignition switch. Chevrolet redesigned the ignition switch for the model year
Chevy Silverado, Suburban and Tahoe sport-utility trucks. Unfortunately, this redesign did not
improve the reliability of the switch itself. However, it does make the part less expensive and
easier to replace. The main difference between the old design and the new one is the switch
disconnects from the harness. It also disengages from the ignition lock cylinder in a different
way. With that said, when you replace the switch, you must time it correctly to the position of
the key. For this reason before removing the old switch I rotate the key to the accessory
position. Then when you install the new switch you need to verify that it is also in the same
accessory position before you install the new part. This means you rotate the nylon wheel all
the way to the down position. If you fail to get the timing correct between the lock cylinder and
the ignition switch you will not be able to fully seat the new part. This is not the end of the

world. It will just take some moving of the ignition key until you find the correct position. With
that said, it's easier if you time the new switch to the same exact position as the one you
removed. By selecting the accessory position you make this task easier on yourself. Let me hit
back on some of the main points from this article. The parts are vastly different between the
older trucks and the newer ones. The older ignition switch comes with the harness and
therefore requires extra effort in the replacement procedure. Another important point to make is
that if you have a security problem replacing the ignition switch won't fix it. This requires
replacement of the lock cylinder or repairing the electrical connector that provides the security
code or passkey information. You can see a quick workaround on this YouTube video that
shows you how to repair the electrical connection instead of replacing the lock cylinder.
YouTube also provides excellent videos on how to replace the Chevrolet truck ignition switch
on both the older trucks from through and the newer trucks that are model year and newer. If
you own a Chevrolet truck or SUV you should probably read this article about how to fix the
daytime running lamps. And read this one on how to fix other intermittent Chevy truck electrical
problems. Also stop by the homepage to see what else we cover. As an Amazon Associate I
earn from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay. However, the
pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common Chevrolet brake switch
problems cause issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light comes on but the
system will not set or hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced engine power
warning message. The possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure of the TPS and
throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k miles. An important
list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history. Read More. Recent
Articles. A damaged or defective ignition switch in your Chevrolet pickup will prevent the
engine from starting. The ignition switch essentially plays a game of three-way tag. When you
turn the key forward in your Pickup, the ignition switch tags the starter relay, which then tags
your starter motor. When the ignition switch fails, it will tag neither the relay nor the starter,
resulting with your engine not starting. The ignition switch, like other components on your
pickup, will fail over time from everyday use. However, damage to the switch most commonly
results from electrical failure due to a crossed or loose power wire. Open the driver's door on
your pickup, and kneel within the doorway so you can clearly see the bottom of the steering
column. Move your truck's seat back if you need to gain additional working space. Remove the
Phillips screws holding the trim onto the bottom of the steering column with your screwdriver.
Carefully pull the trim away from its mounting position, taking extra care not to damage the
wires beneath it, and set it down on the passenger's seat. Pull the steering wheel's positioning
lever, and lower the steering wheel as far as it will go. Lift the piece of trim covering the top of
your pickup's steering column, and set it down on the passenger's seat with the lower trim. With
the top portion of trim removed, you should readily see your pickup's ignition switch. Unlike
most cars and trucks, General Motors will have mounted your pickup's ignition switch atop the
steering column instead of its side for security reasons. The switch is square and has a large
wiring harness connected to its back. Unplug the wiring harness connected to your pickup's
ignition switch. Remove the two bolts holding the switch in place on the steering column with a
socket wrench. Lift the ignition switch vertically away from the steering column, and discard it.
Install a new ignition switch in your Chevrolet pickup by reversing the removal process entirely.
Marion Cobretti began working as a freelance writer in His work appears on Newsvine and other
websites. Cobretti completed a three-year course in automotive technology and is currently
seeking an Associate of Applied Science at Macomb Community College. Step 1 Open the
driver's door on your pickup, and kneel within the doorway so you can clearly see the bottom of
the steering column. Step 2 Remove the Phillips screws holding the trim onto the bottom of the
steering column with your screwdriver. Step 3 Pull the steering wheel's positioning lever, and
lower the steering wheel as far as it will go. Tips Your new ignition switch will come pinned into
the locked position. Remove the plastic tab holding the pin in place on the side of the new
ignition switch, and discard it. Do not move the metal slider pin next to the plastic tab. If your
new ignition switch for some reason does not come pinned down already, move the metal slider
pin on the switch all the way to the left. While you're moving it, you should feel it click with
every move. Once you have moved the pin completely to the left, move it to the right one
clickâ€”no moreâ€”then install it into your pickup. A Chevy truck ignition switch is mounted on
top of the steering column, underneath the driver's side dashboard. The column is lowered until
the steering wheel rests on the driver's seat cushion and the ignition switch is removed. The
switch shares its mounting position with the dimmer switch. Both are operated remotely by long
rods that run the length of the column, and both are removed to replace the ignition switch.
Raise the hood and disconnect the negative battery cable. Remove the lower cover below the
steering wheel with a Phillips screwdriver. Set the cover aside. Remove the four bolts that hold

the steering column into place with a socket wrench. Lower the column. Operate the key switch
and notice the long rod that moves back and forth. It is attached directly to the ignition switch.
Unplug the wires going to the switch. The dimmer switch is mounted onto the ignition switch.
Remove the four small screws that hold both of these switches into place. It is not necessary to
unplug the dimmer switch. R
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emove the ignition switch and set it aside. Install the new switch and route the switch rod into
the indent opening in the switch. Bolt it loosely into place. Install the dimmer switch, locating
the switch mounting flange partly on the column and partly on the ignition switch. Loosely
install the two mounting screws. Pull both switches forward and adjust them so that the rods
operate them properly. Once adjusted, tighten the screws. Lift up the column and install the four
mounting bolts. Tighten them firmly into place and install the lower cover by replacing the four
screws. Tighten the screws with a screwdriver. Reconnect the battery cable and then lower the
hood. Test both of the switches for proper operation. Jack Hathcoat has been a technical writer
since His work includes instruction manuals, lesson plans, technical brochures and service
bulletins for the U. Hathcoat is an accredited technical instructor through Kent State University
and certified in automotive service excellence.

